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Abstract— Energy and battery lifetime constraints are critical
challenges to IC designs. Stacked power-domain implementation,
which connects voltage domains in series, can effectively improve
power delivery efficiency and thus improve battery lifetime.
However, such an approach requires balanced currents between
different domains across multiple operating scenarios. Furthermore, level shifter insertion, along with placement constraints
imposed by power domain regions, can incur significant power
and area penalties. To the best of our knowledge, no existing work
performs subblock-level partitioning optimization for stackeddomain designs. In this paper, we present an optimization framework for stacked-domain designs. Based on an initial placement
solution, we apply a flow-based partitioning that is aware of
multiple operating scenarios, cell placement, and timing-critical
paths to partition cells into two power domains with balanced
cross-domain current and minimized number of inserted level
shifters. We further propose heuristics to define regions for
each power domain so as to minimize placement perturbation,
as well as a dynamic programming-based method to minimize
the area cost of power domain generation. In an updated floor
plan, we perform matching-based optimization to insert level
shifters with minimized wirelength penalty. Overall, our method
achieves an excellent current balance across stacked domains
with less than 10% discrepancy, which results in up to more than
2× battery lifetime improvements.
Index Terms— Digital integrated circuits, low-power optimization, partitioning algorithms, physical design, power domains.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

NERGY and battery lifetime constraints induce new
and critical challenges to IC designs, especially for
mobile and Internet of Things applications. To achieve power
autonomy in the era of a slowing Moore’s law, new lowpower techniques must be exploited. While many low-power
techniques [9] have concentrated on the circuit side of system
design, power management techniques have received growing
attention due to the importance of power efficiency. Notably,
the misalignment of battery voltages compared with scaled
core voltages causes inefficiencies that present significant
opportunities for power saving. In order to better align system on chip power domain voltages with battery voltages,
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Fig. 1.
Comparison between (a) stacked power-domain design versus
(b) conventional design. VR indicates voltage regulator. The orange
arrows indicate current from VRs. The red arrow indicates stacked
current.

stacked power domain (or voltage stacking) has been
proposed [21], [24], [27].
Fig. 1 shows the basic idea of stacked power domain.
A stacked power-domain (or stacked-domain) design connects
in series power domains that are connected in parallel in a
conventional design.1 Fig. 1 shows that one power domain
(i.e., the top domain) is placed over the other (i.e., the bottom
domain) to double the voltage and (ideally) halve the current
compared with that in a conventional design. More specifically,
if the supply voltage of a conventional design is V (i.e.,
V D D = V and V SS = 0), then the {V D D, V SS} of the
top and bottom domains in the corresponding stacked-domain
design are {2V , V } and {V , 0}, respectively. For bulk CMOS,
note that the {2V , V } top domain must be placed on a
deep n-well, so that the bulk potentials can be maintained
at (2V , V ). Moreover, in the ideal case, the current is balanced
across the two domains. The stacked-domain scheme provides
implicit 2:1 downconversion of external supplies. In light of
this, there is no need to employ a bulky supply to generate the
supply voltage for the core (i.e., gate instances and memories).
Instead, it suffices to employ a much smaller converter that
acts only as a watchdog to the supply rail that connects the
power domains. This results in increased power efficiency for
the overall system [4].
Based on the power conversion modeling proposed in [3],
we derive the battery lifetime improvement from stackeddomain optimization as follows. (Table I lists the notations used in our discussion.) Since battery lifetime (T )
is inversely proportional to Pext , we compare Pext of a
1 This paper focuses on optimization with two power domains (i.e., top
and bottom domains) and conventional planar monolithic implementation
(as opposed to 3-D integration). In other words, both stacked-domain and
conventional designs in the following discussions are planar monolithic
implementations. Stacked-domain optimization with more than two power
domains and/or in 3-D integrated circuits is left as a direction for future
research.
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TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF N OTATIONS U SED IN O UR D ISCUSSION

stacked-domain design to that of a conventional design.2
By definition (see Table I), in a stacked-domain design, we
have
Pext = Pstk + PV R,in = Pstk + PVR,out /ηVR .

(1)

On the other hand, in a conventional design, power is only
supplied through the VR. Thus, the total input power from the
 ) is calculated as
external supply of a conventional design (Pext

Pext
= Pcore /ηVR .

(2)

By assuming the same core power consumption in both
stacked-domain and conventional designs, we have
Pcore = Pstk + PVR,out .

(3)

Furthermore, based on the model described in [3], which
assumes that the VR power efficiency is the same for both
cases, we have
PVR,out/Pcore = IVR /(2 · Istk + IVR ).

(4)

Finally, based on the above-mentioned analyses, the battery
lifetime ratio between the stacked-domain design (T ) versus
the conventional design (T  ) is [3]
T
P
Pcore /ηVR
(2 · Istk + IVR )/ηVR
= ext =
=

T
Pext
Pstk + PVR,out/ηVR
2 · Istk + IVR /ηVR
2 · Istk + IVR
=
.
(5)
2 · ηVR · Istk + IVR
We observe that the battery lifetime benefit from a stackeddomain implementation increases with a smaller IVR . As a
motivating example, if the current is perfectly balanced
between two domains (i.e., IVR = 0), assuming ηVR = 80%,
the stacked-domain implementation provides 25% battery
lifetime improvement over the conventional implementation.
Moreover, since the power efficiency of the VR decreases
with small supply currents, the battery lifetime benefit from
the stacked-domain implementation is expected to be higher
for designs in low-power modes that use a VR optimized for
high-power cases.
Although the stacked-domain implementation provides significant battery lifetime improvement, it also raises nontrivial
implementation methodology challenges that must be solved.
First, the communication between the power domains must
be ensured by level shifters that can convert such extreme
2 We use battery lifetime (T ) as the metric to evaluate energy improvement

achieved by our proposed methodology. We also report power values of core
(Pcore ) and the entire system (Pext ) from our optimization in Table III.

signal levels. Second, the power efficiency improvement is
directly dependent on the current balancing between the two
power domains. In other words, the design must be bipartitioned in terms of current consumption. We also note that
such a partitioning optimization must comprehend multiple
operating scenarios, area, and power penalties as well as
timing impact of level shifters, as well as additional placement
constraints imposed by region definition of power domains.
The first challenge has been thoroughly investigated, with
several different level shifter architectures having been proposed [24], [27]. However, the optimization of partitioning
and layout planning of the designs has remained an open
challenge that prior works (which have mostly been ad hoc or
design-specific) do not ultimately answer for general systems.
In this paper, we address this open challenge and provide a
comprehensive optimization framework for partitioning and
floor planning of stacked-domain implementation that can be
used for a wide range of systems.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We propose a comprehensive optimization framework for stacked-domain implementation. Key elements
include a flow-based partitioning with layout and timingpath awareness, heuristics for layout region generation
of power domains, and a matching-based optimization
for level shifter insertion.
2) We are the first to propose a partitioning optimization at
the subblock level for stacked-domain implementation
that can be used for a wide range of systems.
3) We validate our optimization flow on industrial designs,
in the context of an industrial implementation flow that
includes placement, clock tree synthesis, and routing.
4) Our optimization accommodates current balancing
constraints between stacked domains, and multiple partitioning scenarios with respect to movement of hard
macros and logic across the stacked domains.
5) Using the power delivery block described in [4], our
optimized stacked-power domain designs achieve more
than 10% and 2× battery lifetime improvement compared with the conventional designs in function and
sleep modes, respectively.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
In this section, we review the previous literature on:
1) stacked-domain implementation and 2) netlist partitioning.
Our stacked-domain optimization problem is different from
the power-island generation problem [8], [13], [28], in that
the power-island generation optimization assumes different
supply voltages for power domains and minimizes the power
overhead from voltage assignments, while our optimization
exploits charge recycling by balancing current across domains.
Moreover, many critical issues, such as timing impact of
level shifters, insertion of shifter rows, and region definition
of power domains, are not addressed in power island-related
works.
A. Stacked-Domain Implementation
The circuit blocks needed for a stacked-domain
implementation—such as level shifters and VRs—are well
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studied in the literature. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no existing work is able to fully automate the
implementation flow of a stacked-domain design. Various
VRs and level shifters have been studied in [24] and [27],
but the designs used in their studies lack the complexity
of a realistic application. A smart regulation scheme has
been proposed in [21], and the studied design has relatively
higher complexity, featuring processor cores. At the same
time, in the work of [21], there is no connection between
different processor cores, which makes the partitioning
problem much simpler. Similarly, [5] and [22] only focus
on specific design Blocks, such as IO cells and memories.
A recent work [3] applies stacked-domain optimization to a
complete microcontroller unit (MCU) system designed with
a standard design flow. The partitioning approach presented
in [3] is somewhat ad hoc, and is not applicable to a general
design. By contrast, here, we present a comprehensive
optimization framework for stacked-domain implementation
that is applicable to a wider range of designs.
B. Netlist Partitioning
As a classic problem in VLSI optimization, netlist partitioning has been thoroughly studied in the previous literature.
A comprehensive, still-relevant taxonomy of approaches is
given in [1]. We highlight four basic partitioning approaches.
1) Move-Based Approach: Fiduccia and Mattheyses [11]
and Kernighan and Lin [19] propose to iteratively move
or swap vertices guided by gain functions to partition a
given set of vertices into two partitions with balanced
weights and minimized number of hyperedge cuts. Important
improvements and/or extensions have been proposed, such
as multilevel extension [6], timing-path awareness [16],
multiway partitioning [17], and “lookahead” gain
functions (e.g., gain vectors, cluster-oriented iterative improvement partitioner/cluster-detecting iterative improvement
partitioner, and last-in-first-out gain buckets [10], [14], [20]).
2) Mathematical Programming-Based Approach: Shih and
Kuh [26] formulate the partitioning problem as quadratic
Boolean programming to minimize the total cost of cell-topartition assignments as well as the number of cuts, with
respect to capacity and timing constraints. Goemans and
Williamson [12] use semidefinite programming for partitioning
optimization.
3) Flow-Based Approach: Yang and Wong [29] propose to
use repeated max-flow computations and clustering operations
to achieve a balanced bipartitioning solution. The work of [7]
documents high efficiency and relatively good solution quality
of flow-based partitioning with a min-cut objective.
4) Clustering Approach: Rajaraman and Wong [25] propose
a clustering approach to minimize the delay from primary
input (PIs) to primary output (POs) with a maximum-area
constraint for each cluster.
In this paper, we apply the flow-based approach [29] to
partition instances into two power domains. We propose several extensions to the existing flow-based partitioning, including layout and timing-path awareness, multiscenario weight
(i.e., current) balancing, and a prior clustering step for runtime
reduction.

Fig. 2.
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Overall optimization flow.

III. M ETHODOLOGY

We now describe our optimization framework for stackeddomain logic design partitioning implementation. We first state
our stacked-domain optimization problem as follows.
Given: A netlist, timing constraints, level shifters, VR efficiency, and switching information of instances in the netlist.
Do: Partition the netlist instances into two domains, define
the layout region of each domain, and place instances and level
shifters, such that battery lifetime is maximized.
As implied by (5), to maximize the battery lifetime, our
basic objective is to balance the current between the two
stacked power domains, while minimizing the power penalty
due to level shifter insertion.
Fig. 2 shows our overall optimization flow. A common
practice in stacked-domain implementations is to partition the
netlist (i.e., define the power domain of each instance or block)
prior to the floor-planning stage [3]. However, performing a
power domain assignment before placement can result in suboptimal floor-plan and placement solutions. More importantly,
the placement optimization inserts buffers and upsized cells,
which can change the current profile of each power domain.
As a result, currents that have been balanced during the
partitioning stage are no longer balanced after the placement
stage. To resolve this, we propose to perform a trial placement,
based on which we perform a layout-aware partitioning (with
minimized number of cuts as well as placement perturbations)
to assign instances to power domains.
Fig. 3(a) shows an example of our layout-aware partitioning solution on design advanced encryption standard
(AES) [32] in 28LP technology. Based on the partitioning solution, we define the layout region for each power
domain such that each domain has a continuous region
[Fig. 3(b)]. Note that since gaps must be inserted along
the boundary between two power domains, we propose a
dynamic programming optimization to minimize the boundary length between two domains. We then legalize instance
placements within the (updated) region for each power
domain using a commercial place-and-route (P&R) tool [31].
We then update the floor plan by shifting the power domains
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Fig. 3. Example of optimization. (a) Layout-aware partitioning; (b) region
definition of power domains; and (c) level shifter insertion in the updated floor
plan. Blue: instances assigned to the bottom domain. Red: instances assigned
to the top domain. Yellow: level shifters. Design: AES (∼11K instances).
Technology: 28LP.
[as shown in Fig. 3(c)] and inserting level shifters.3 We per-

form a matching-based optimization to determine level shifter
placement locations that minimize wirelength. Although our
partitioning flow is aware of the timing-critical paths from the
trial (initial) placement, level shifter insertions and placement
legalization (according to defined power domains) can result in
timing violations. We, therefore, perform an incremental placement optimization (including gate sizing and VT-swapping) to
fix timing violations (last step in Fig. 2).
A. Flow-Based Netlist Partitioning
The greedy iterative partitioning approach is not naturally amenable to timing path-aware partitioning, and has no
mechanism to preserve solution structure of an initial (trial)
placement. We thus apply the flow-based approach described
in [29] to partition instances into two power domains. Our
objectives include: 1) to minimize the number of cuts, which
reduces timing, area, and power penalties from level shifter
insertions and 2) to minimize the perturbation to the initial
placement solution.
To construct the flow network, following the approach
in [29], we insert a vertex (Vic ) for each cell or cluster of
cells. For each net, we insert two vertices (V jn ) and a bridging
edge of unit capacity between the two vertices. For each
cell or cluster of cells incident to a net, we insert two edges
of infinite capacity between the vertex corresponding to the
cell or cluster (Vic ) and each of the two vertices corresponding
to the net (V jn ). Finally, the weight of a vertex corresponding
to a cell or a cluster (Vic ) is estimated based on the current of
the cell or cluster, while the weights of vertices corresponding
to nets (V jn ) are set as zero. Fig. 4 shows an example of the
constructed flow network corresponding to a net connecting
two cells. More details of the flow network construction are
described in [29]. As simplified illustrations, in the following discussions, we only show graphs of logic connections
[see Fig. 4(a)] to describe our flow-based partitioning.
According to the max-flow min-cut theorem, the approach
finds the partitioning solution with the minimum number of
cuts for a given netlist via a max-flow optimization. However, this does not guarantee that the balancing constraint
3 We understand that modification of the block size might not be consistent
with certain implementation flows. At the same time, we believe that performing the initial trial placement (with appropriate instance bloating) in a block
having the shape of Fig. 3(c) will not diverge significantly from the initial
trial placement in Fig. 3(a), particularly with improved (smaller) level shifter
designs. Ongoing work is aimed at a predictive (or, “one loop”) methodology
to determine the block size prior to trial placement.

Fig. 4. Example of flow network construction for a net with degree of two.
(a) shows a net connected with two cells a and b. (b) shows the corresponding
flow network, where V1n and V2n are vertices corresponding to the net;
V1c and V2c are vertices corresponding to cells a and b, respectively. Labels
on the edges are capacities.

Fig. 5. Flow-based partitioning. (a) and (b) Source and sink, respectively. All
vertices have the same weight. Red dotted lines: cuts. (a) Initial flow network.
(b) First max-flow min-cut computation. (c) Clustering operation. (d) Second
max-flow min-cut computation.

Algorithm 1 Flow-Based Partitioning

is met. To address this, after each max-flow optimization,
the approach clusters the vertices belonging to the smaller
partition together with one neighbor vertex (to avoid obtaining
the same partitioning solution) into one super vertex. Based
on the updated flow network, another max-flow optimization
is performed. The approach iteratively performs (incremental) max-flow optimization and clustering until the balancing
constraint is satisfied. In other words, the iterative maxflow optimization and clustering procedure keeps track of
the aggregated current until the currents of two partitions
are balanced. Fig. 5 shows the basic idea of the flow-based
partitioning.
We adopt the flow-based partitioning approach to our
stacked-domain optimization with the following five extensions. Algorithm 1 describes our partitioning procedure.
1) Extension 1 (Source and Sink Selection): The approach
in [29] randomly picks two nodes (instances) in the flow
network (netlist) as the source and sink nodes. However, there
are cases in which the flows between selected source and
sink vertices cannot cover the entire flow network, resulting in
unbalanced partitioning solutions. As an example, the selection
of vertices a and b as the source and sink from the flow network shown in Fig. 6(a) will not be able to achieve a balanced
partitioning solution. To address this, we add a supersource
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Fig. 6. (a) Choosing a/b, or c/d, or d/c as source/sink cannot lead to a
balanced solution. (b) Adding a supersource (s) and a supersink (t) resolves
the issue. Edges in black have unit capacities. Edges in red have infinite
capacities.

and a supersink and connect them to multiple vertices (e.g., PIs
and POs in a netlist, or instances located at the core boundary)
with edges of infinite capacity to minimize the number of
uncovered vertices (instances) as shown in Fig. 6(b).
2) Extension 2 (Layout Awareness): To avoid excessive
placement perturbation, which can result in current profile
changes and thus power penalty, the partitioning optimization
must be aware of trial placement locations of the instances—
such that instances partitioned into the same power domain
are placed close to each other in the original trial placement.
We achieve this required layout awareness in two ways. First,
we only select the instances located close to each other
to connect to the supersource (or supersink). As an example, we select instances located within a particular distance
(e.g., ten cell rows) from the bottom (resp. top) core boundary
to connect to the supersource (resp. supersink). Second, after
each max-flow optimization, we detect outliers, which are
instances belonging to the larger-current partition that are
located within a region with a majority of instances belonging
to the smaller-current partition. We then cluster these outliers
with the instances from the smaller-current partition (line 6 in
Algorithm 1).
3) Extension 3 (Critical-Path Awareness): Ignoring signal
flow direction and timing path structure during the partitioning
optimization can easily result in multiple cuts along one timing
path. We extend the partitioning flow in [29] to minimize
the number of cuts along timing-critical paths. Similar to the
layout awareness extension discussed earlier, after each maxflow optimization, we detect “V-shaped vertices” [16], which
are a sequence of instances belonging to the larger-current
partition along a timing-critical path, where the fan-in and fanout instances of these instances along the timing-critical path
are in the smaller-current partition. We then collapse (cluster)
the instances corresponding to the V-shaped vertices into the
smaller-current partition as long as this does not violate the
balancing constraints (line 7 in Algorithm 1).
4) Extension 4 (Preclustering): Although the max-flow
optimization can be achieved with an incremental flow computation and the entire optimization takes O(N) iterations to
converge, where N is the number of instances in a design,
the runtime in practice can be substantial for a large design.
To reduce the runtime, we perform a preclustering optimization based on the heavy-edge matching (HEM) strategy [18].
We enforce layout-awareness constraints (i.e., an upper bound
on the distance between two vertices that can be clustered)
during the HEM. Fig. 7 shows an example of the HEM
clustering up through 18 levels (clustering ratio = 0.76 at
each level), showing how instances within the same cluster

Fig. 7. HEM clustering solution. Different clusters are indicated by different
colors. (But since we are limited by 64 available colors, different clusters can
have the same color. Also, clusters with small size might not be visible from
the figure.) #Clusters = 200. Levels of clustering = 18. Clustering ratio at
each level = 0.76. Design: AES. Technology: 28LP.

are spatially proximate. Our experimental results show that
we can reduce runtime by 75% (two HEM levels and overall
clustering ratio of 0.5) with negligible degradation of solution
quality (e.g., cut number).
5) Extension 5 (Multiple Operating Scenarios): To ensure
high power efficiency across different operating scenarios,
the partitioning optimization must balance currents between
two domains across multiple scenarios (e.g., function mode
with different input vectors, and sleep mode). To achieve this,
we use the weighted sum of normalized currents from different
scenarios during our optimization (line 9 in Algorithm 1).
Specifically, the delta current is calculated as

 i
  i

i 
i
/ Itop + Ibot
wi ·  Itop
(6)
− Ibot
I =
i
i
Itop

i
where
and Ibot
are, respectively, the currents of top and
i
bottom domains in the i th mode,
weighting factor
 andi w is the
4 Our optimization
w
=
1.
of the i th mode, such that
i
ensures that I does not exceed a predefined upper bound
(i.e., max in Algorithm 1).

B. Domain Region Definition
In this section, we describe our methodologies to define
the layout region (power island) for each power domain. The
definition of the layout region for each power domain affects
the design quality in two fundamental ways. First, gap area
must be inserted along the boundary between different power
domains. Therefore, a longer boundary length will lead to
higher area penalty. Second, the power domain definitions will
have downstream impact on the power delivery network (PDN)
design, which is not yet implemented at this point. Therefore,
it is desirable to adjust the power domain definitions for
minimized area, power, and performance penalties.5 If the
partitioning and the trial placement results in discontinuous
power domains, the length of the power domain boundaries
is highly likely to be longer compared with the case when
the regions of each power domain are merged. Moreover,
the power routing will be more difficult, since different power
rails will need to be routed to discontinuous power domain
4 A mode is an operating scenario, such as sleep mode or function mode.
5 Since the power domain definitions change after our partitioning optimiza-

tion, in our implementation flow, we perform refloor planning with updated
power grids.
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Fig. 8. FM-based bin movement. (a) Initial placement solution. Red and
blue: instances partitioned to top and bottom domains. (b) Yellow: outliers of
the top domain. Green: neighboring bins of the top domain. (c) Postmovement
placement, where each domain has a continuous region. (The small number
of remaining outliers is minority instances in their bins, and will be legalized
during an incremental placement.) Design: AES. Technology: 28LP.

Algorithm 2 FM-Based Bin Movement

Fig. 9. Boundary optimization. (a) Original boundary between two power
domains after bin movement. (b) Optimized boundary with smaller length.
An example of segment optimization is shown. Optimized segments have
smaller total length while maintaining the same area in each power domain.
Design: AES. Technology: 28LP.

indexed from left to right or from bottom to top, the recurrence
relation in our dynamic programming optimization is
Sol( j ) = Min(Sol(i ).length + seg(i, j ).length), ∀1 < i < j
(7)
where Sol( j ) is the optimized boundary solution from the first
point to j th point, and seg(i, j ) is the simplified boundary
segment between the i th and the j th points. The dynamic
programming-based boundary simplification has O(M 2 ) time
complexity, where M is the number of points or segments.
The time complexity further decreases to O(M) if we only
search a limited range of existing subsolutions [i.e., i in (7)].
C. Level Shifter Insertion

regions. Thus, we seek to have only two regions (i.e., power
islands) corresponding to the two power domains.
Although our partitioning optimization is layout-aware,
there can still be separated regions for each power domain.
Fig. 8(a) shows an example trial placement and partitioning solution where the top domain (shown in red) has two
separated regions. To merge the regions while minimizing
placement perturbation (e.g., wirelength increase), we perform
an FM-based bin movement optimization (i.e., an iterative,
swap-based greedy algorithm as described in Algorithm 2).
We first divide the core area into bins. The power domain of
each bin is defined as the power domain of majority instances
within the bin. We then define the outliers (i.e., bins outside
the largest continuous region of the corresponding domain) and
neighboring bins (i.e., bins adjacent to the largest continuous
region of the different domain) (line 1). Fig. 8(b) shows an
example of outliers and neighboring bins. We calculate the
cost to swap pairs of outliers and neighboring bins (lines 2–8).
We iteratively swap the pair of an outlier and a neighboring bin with the minimum movement cost, until all outliers
[e.g., yellow bins in Fig. 8(b)] are removed (lines 9–16).
In the last step of domain region definition, we apply
dynamic programming to minimize the length of the boundary
between two power domains while maintaining the area within
each domain. As the base cases, we calculate the boundary
length decrease of each boundary segment by simplifying
the boundary shape (e.g., highlighted segment in Fig. 9).
We note that such simplification must meet an upper bound of
moved area (i.e., total area with changed domain assignment).
Assuming that the (turning) points along the boundary are

In the last step of our optimization, we insert and place
required level shifters between the top and bottom domains,
and perform refloor planning if the total cell area exceeds
the block floor-plan area. Specifically, we define placement
regions for level shifters, where each region must have an
even number of level shifter rows due to deep n-well sharing.
Furthermore, we assume that the layout of the level shifter
has already included the boundary of the deep n-well of
either or both power domains, and that the edges facing either
of the power domains have a standard-cell row structure. As a
result, we are able to seamlessly integrate the level shifters
with only a small separation (i.e., 2.5 μm) at left and right ends
of each level shifter row from standard cells. The row height
of our level shifter is 6× of the standard-cell row height.6
Furthermore, additional space (i.e., ∼10% of area within each
level shifter placement region) is required for tie and decap
cell insertion. The objectives for our level shifter placement
optimization are to minimize the area overhead and minimize
the wirelength penalty due to level shifter region definition
and level shifter placement, respectively.
Since the level shifter insertion approach in [2] does
not comprehend the above-mentioned layout constraints as
well as the space for tie/decap cell insertion, it cannot be
applied in a realistic implementation of a stacked-domain
design. We, therefore, propose a new level shifter placement
approach. Algorithm 3 shows our level shifter placement
procedure. We first perform a matching optimization (using the
Hungarian algorithm [30]) to map each inserted level shifter to
6 Our level shifter model is from our industry collaborators.
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Algorithm 3 Level Shifter Placement

a candidate placement location (i.e., a level shifter placement
site near the boundaries of power domains) with minimized
wirelength (line 1). More specifically, we enumerate possible
placement locations [i.e., all valid placement sites within the
minimum possible (feasible) even number of rows] near the
boundaries between two domains and calculate the potential cost [i.e., half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) increase]
of placing each level shifter onto each candidate placement
location. Since cuts (i.e., level shifter insertions) occur on
nets connecting top and bottom domains, placing level shifters
along the boundaries between two domains will be less likely
to cause routing detour. We define the cost as the total HPWL
of nets connected to the level shifter. Based on the cost matrix,
we perform matching optimization to assign the placement
location for each level shifter while minimizing the total cost.
Note that such a level shifter placement solution does not
honor the layout constraint where each region must contain an
even number of level shifter rows. We, therefore, cluster level
shifters that are separated by a distance that is smaller than a
predefined value (e.g., 20 μm) and create a region having an
even number of rows for each cluster of level shifters (line 3).
According to the clustering solution, we generate placement
blockages for standard cells and update candidate locations for
level shifter placement (line 4). Specifically, we first round
the height of the bounding box of the corresponding level
shifter cluster to be the nearest even multiple of the level
shifter row height, i.e., we satisfy the constraint of having
an even number of level shifter rows. We use the rounded
value as the height of the blockage. We then calculate the
width of the blockage based on the total area of level shifters,
the required spacing area, and the blockage height. Last, we
shift the blockage horizontally to be centered at the weighted
center, i.e., centroid of the level shifter cluster. Importantly,
we also comprehend spacing requirement at the ends of each
level shifter row during placement blockage insertion. We then
perform another iteration of matching optimization based on
the updated candidate placement locations, and place level
shifters accordingly (lines 5 and 6). Observe that in the abovementioned optimizations, we use level shifters with bloated
(e.g., by 10%) widths. We now recover the level shifters’
cell widths and clump them to create space for tie/decap cell
insertion (line 7). Finally, we perform placement legalization
of standard cells to move them out from the created level
shifter placement regions. Fig. 10 shows an example of level
shifter placement.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We perform experiments in a 28-nm LP foundry technology
with dual-VT libraries. We use four design blocks (AES, data

Fig. 10. Example of level shifter insertion. (a) Level shifter (blue) placement
after first matching. (b) Placement blockage (red) insertion. (c) Level shifter
placement after second matching. (d) Clumping of level shifters. (e) Placement
legalization applied to nearby standard cells.
TABLE II
T EST-C ASE PARAMETERS

encryption standard (DES), JPEG, and video graphics array
(VGA)) from OpenCores [32] as our test cases. Parameters
of these four test cases are shown in Table II.7 The worst
case timing and power analysis view for AES, DES, JPEG,
and VGA is (SS, 0.95 V, 125 °C). We synthesize designs
using Synopsys Design Compiler vI-2013.12-SP3 [33] and
then place and route using Cadence Innovus Implementation
System v16.1 [31]. We set the placement density at the floorplan stage as 70%, and perform timing and power analyses
using Cadence Innovus Implementation System v16.1. We
also validate our optimization framework on two industrial
designs, designated as TC1 and TC2, in a 40-nm CMOS
foundry technology with high threshold voltage (HVT)-only
cells. TC1 contains a dual-core MCU and six memories.
TC2 contains more than ten memories and a number of IP
blocks. The worst case timing and power analysis views for
these two industrial designs are (SS, 0.99 V, −40 °C) and (TT,
1.1 V, 25 °C), respectively. We implement these two industrial
designs with Cadence tools. The shifter propagation delay for
nominal process, voltage, and temperature (TT, 1.1 V, 25 °C)
is 400 ps. For the nonindustrial benchmarks, we generate level
7 The instance and flip-flop counts of design TC2 are normalized with
respect to the corresponding (instance and flip-flop) counts of the conventional
implementation.
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TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS (P OWER U NIT: mW. C URRENT U NIT: mA. η VALUES A RE E STIMATED BASED ON [4])

Fig. 11.

Power efficiency of switched-capacitor VR used in [4].

shifter models in the 28-nm LP technology according to the
delay, area, and power ratios between the level shifter and the
minimum-size inverter in the 40-nm technology. Fig. 11 shows
the relation between output current versus the power efficiency
of the used VR. We use the command ccopt_design from
Innovus to perform clock tree synthesis. We observe that the
tool inserts additional clock buffers to compensate the delay of
level shifters for a given skew target. Since our optimization
minimizes the number of level shifter insertions, we observe
from our experimental results that the power penalty from such
additional clock buffer insertion is small (e.g., <1% clock
buffer area penalty on design TC2). Our optimization flow
is implemented in C++. Functions used in P&R tools are
implemented in Tcl. We conduct our experiments using a 2.5GHz Intel Xeon server.
A. Comparison to Conventional Designs
Table III shows the post-clock tree synthesis (CTS)
comparison between our stacked-domain optimization (opt)
versus the conventional implementation (ref) on four
test cases in 28-nm LP and two industrial designs
in 40 nm. Our optimization comprehends both function
mode and sleep mode (i.e., with only leakage power).
For the industrial design TC2, we only show normalized metrics—the instance count, area, power (Pcore , Pext ),
and battery lifetime (T ) values of the optimized designs
are normalized to those of the conventional design;
the currents (Ibot , Itop ) of the optimized designs are normalized

to total current of the conventional design. We estimate η
values based on [4].
In 28-nm technology, our optimization achieves an average of 19% and 207% battery lifetime improvements in
function and sleep modes, respectively. For the industrial
designs in 40 nm, we also achieve more than 10% and
2× battery lifetime improvements in function and sleep modes,
respectively. In other words, we observe similar benefits
from the stacked-domain optimization in both 28- and 40-nm
technologies. Moreover, the power penalty due to our optimization (see Pcore ) is less than 10%, with well-balanced
currents (i.e., with <10% difference) between the top and
bottom power domains (see Ibot /Itop ) for most cases. As a
result, our optimization significantly reduces Pext , and leads
to an improved battery lifetime. We also observe that the
battery lifetime increase is greater in the sleep mode. This
is because most of the current (leakage) goes through the
stacked domains, while the regulator needs to provide very
little current to maintain the mid node voltage. Hence, there is
a high power delivery efficiency despite the VR having lower
efficiency with smaller current (as shown in Fig. 11). Therefore, stacked-domain optimization is expected to provide more
energy and battery lifetime benefits if the VR efficiency is low.
The smaller battery lifetime improvement compared with
that in [4] is mainly due to placement blockage insertions
within level shifter rows (for decap cell insertion) and the constraint of having an even number of level shifter rows (for deep
n-well sharing), which incur placement perturbation along
with increased design power and I . Furthermore, although
the clock buffer area penalty is negligible in our stackeddomain designs compared with the corresponding conventional
designs, unbalanced clock power across two domains can
increase I and thus reduce battery lifetime benefits.
We note that all the implementation solutions have negligible timing violations (i.e., #timing violation paths <5), and
that the slightly improved worst negative slack (WNS) values
of our optimization solutions might be due to P&R tools’
noise [15]. Moreover, since logic gates are densely connected
in blocks AES, DES, JPEG, and VGA, and since the block
sizes are small, the relative area overheads due to level shifter
insertion are large. Runtimes shown in Table III indicate the
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Fig. 12. Impact of level shifter delay, area, and power on design quality of
results in (a) function mode and (b) sleep mode. Design: TC1. Technology:
40 nm.

Fig. 13.
Impact of VR efficiency on battery lifetime improvement.
Design: TC1. Technology: 40 nm.
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Fig. 14.
Impact of VR efficiency on battery lifetime improvement.
Design: TC2. Technology: 40 nm.

converters, where the efficiency is reduced. Since optimization of both power efficiency and power density cannot be
performed beyond technology limitations, an alternate method
for further improvement is voltage stacking. Here, the better
the matching between the power domains, the less current
the regulator has to provide, improving the maximum output
current requirements that are related to the area, and also
improving the external power supply and, therefore, the power
delivery efficiency, in accordance with (5).

extra runtime of our optimization that includes partitioning,
refloor planning, and incremental placement optimization.

D. Tradeoff Between Current Balancing Versus
Level Shifter Cost

B. Sensitivity to Level Shifter Delay

A relaxed current balancing constraint will lead to a smaller
number of level shifters, and hence reduced area and power
penalties. In this section, we study this tradeoff between current balancing versus the cost of level shifters (e.g., the number
of level shifters and resultant Pcore increase) using the industrial designs TC1 and TC2. Specifically, we vary the instances
defined as source and sink as well as the maximum delta
current constraint in our flow-based partitioning to achieve
different partitioning solutions with different numbers of level
shifters.
Table IV shows results for designs TC1 and TC2 with
different current balancing constraints, normalized to those for
conventional designs. In Table IV, each column corresponds
to one implementation—from left to right, I increases while
the number of level shifter insertions decreases. Specifically,
the leftmost column (ref) corresponds to the conventional
design with only one power domain. The second column from
the left (opt’) indicates the stacked-domain implementation
with a small number of level shifters and unbalanced currents.
The rightmost column (opt) corresponds to the stacked-domain
implementation with well-balanced currents but a large number of level shifters. We then evaluate battery lifetime of
each implementation with three VR efficiency assumptions
(i.e., η = 50%, 80%, and 95%). In Table IV, for each η
value (i.e., for each row), the solution with the maximum
battery lifetime is shown in bold font.
Results in Table IV show that when η is small, solutions
with more balanced current offer larger battery lifetime. On the
other hand, when η is large, solutions with relaxed current
balancing constraints and a smaller number of level shifters
provide larger battery lifetime (e.g., on design TC2, when
η = 95%, opt’ compared with other implementations). This
is because when η is large, I does not have large impact

We further study the impact of level shifter model
on our stacked-domain optimization. We use a pessimistic
(i.e., worst case) model that has roughly 3–4× power, area, and
delay compared our current (i.e., nominal-case) model. Fig. 12
shows that the pessimistic level shifter model leads to slightly
larger total design power (Pcore ) due to larger level shifter
power and timing impact. Since our partitioning optimization
minimizes the number of level shifters, the corresponding
power penalty due to the pessimistic level shifter model is
not large. Results also show larger I with the pessimistic
level shifter model. The larger current difference comes from
the level shifters’ timing and area impact.
C. Sensitivity to Voltage Regulator Power Efficiency
We study the impact of VR efficiency on battery lifetime
improvement in stacked-domain designs. More specifically,
we vary the η value from 40% to 90% with a step size
of 10%. For each η value, we estimate the battery lifetime
improvement from our stacked-domain optimization compared
with the conventional design. Figs. 13 and 14, respectively,
show normalized battery lifetime with respect to that of the
conventional design, evaluated using different VR efficiencies.
Results show that battery lifetime decreases with a higher
VR efficiency. When the regulator efficiency is high, stackeddomain implementation—which has power penalty due to
level shifter insertion—can even degrade the battery lifetime
of the design (e.g., η = 90% in sleep mode).
We note that the VR efficiency and area cannot both be
optimal in the same power converter [23]. In a typical CMOS
process, while highly efficient converters exist, they have poor
power density, and the opposite holds for high power density
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TABLE IV
R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT C URRENT BALANCING C ONSTRAINTS .
D ESIGNS : TC1 AND TC2. I , Pcore , AND T A RE N ORMALIZED
TO T HOSE OF THE C ONVENTIONAL D ESIGN

Fig. 16. Block-aware partitioning solution, evaluated in both scenarios (with
and without logic block 2). Current values are normalized to the total current
of the conventional design including both logic block 1 and logic block 2.
Battery lifetime improvements are with respect to the conventional design.

Fig. 15.
(a) Approximate layout of TC2. (b) Approximate partitioning
solution of TC2 (red: top domains and blue: bottom domains).

on battery lifetime. Moreover, with a relaxed I constraint,
the number of level shifter insertions and corresponding power
penalty are small. Results in Table IV also show that since our
optimization is able to achieve a balanced-current partitioning
solution with a small number of level shifter insertions, for
design TC1, our solution (opt) achieves the maximum battery
lifetime for various VR efficiencies.

the wirelength, and since our level shifter locations are determined by the matching optimization, which minimizes the
wirelength, our optimized design does not have large overhead
in signal wirelength. However, splitting the bottom domain
into two regions increases the complexity of the VR and
implied control circuitry, and incurs routing overhead between
the power management unit (PMU) and the bottom domain
as well as area overhead due to more local power switches.
We have also explored other partitioning solutions having a
contiguous region for each power domain in an attempt to
reduce the overheads in PDN, but all alternatives studied result
in a large number of level shifters.
Fig. 16 shows the optimized solution of TC2, evaluated in
the two scenarios of with and without logic block 2 working.
The VR efficiency is estimated based on the power delivery
block described in [4]. The solution has negligible timing
violations (i.e., the WNS is −60 ps, with less than five path
timing violations) and 1987 level shifters. Results show that
by applying the block-aware partitioning, we achieve balanced
currents in both working scenarios, and thus improved battery
lifetime. The currents are not perfectly balanced because of the
high complexity of the industrial design (otherwise, there will
be power and timing penalties from the large number of level
shifter insertions) as well as the multiscenario (i.e., function
mode and sleep mode) balancing constraints.

E. Block-Aware Partitioning
Design TC2 has two usage scenarios—with and without
logic block 2. To ensure that the currents between two domains
are balanced in both scenarios, we perform block-aware partitioning on TC2. To achieve this, we first partition logic
block 1 and memories into two domains with balanced currents. We then fix the partitioning solution on logic block 1 and
memories, and partition logic block 2 into two domains with
the current heuristically balanced for the entire design, and
with a minimized number of level shifter insertions. Fig. 15(a)
shows the relative locations of three blocks. Fig. 15(b) shows
the relative locations of top (red) and bottom (blue) domains
within each block. We are unfortunately not able to provide
additional floor plan and layout details for TC1 and TC2.
We note that since we perform partitioning optimization based
on trial placement, which has been optimized to minimize

F. Partitioning With Multiple Power Domains
We further validate our partitioning optimization with multiple power domains. Fig. 17 shows our partitioning result on
design AES with three power domains. Specifically, we perform two flow-based partitioning optimizations in a sequential
way. The first partitioning optimization splits instances into
two parts with a current ratio of 2:1. The second partitioning
optimization then divides the larger-current part into two
domains with balanced currents. Last, we insert level shifters
based on the partitioning solution and perform matching optimization to determine level shifter locations. Results in Fig. 17
show that currents are balanced across three domains.
Although our proposed flow is able to address stackeddomain designs with multiple power domains, a stackeddomain design with more than two power domains might
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Fig. 17. Partitioning result with three power domains. Blue, green, and red
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and top {3V , 2V } domains. Yellow: level shifters. Design: AES.
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